A Course on the History of Physics Education in the U.S.

What are your reasons for
being in physics education?
Given that, what are some of
the reasons you might want to
investigate the history of
physics?

Our Goals for the Course
• Become aware of the research and curricular reform
efforts that have taken place in the U.S.
• Place today’s research and reform movements within
the context of previous analogous efforts
• Evaluate the effectiveness of various physics
education reform efforts, analyze successes and
shortcomings, and design new reform efforts based
on insights from this historical analysis
• Recognize the complexity of reform

Core Questions and Themes
(characteristic of each historical period)
• Why teach physics?
• How to teach physics?
• To whom should physics be taught?
• What physics should be taught?

Content Sections
• Organized chronologically
• Segmented by key issues

Take note of themes that run
through all sections as we
briefly summarize each section

Origins of physics education in
the U.S., 1860-1884
• Physics teaching in high schools spread
rapidly, but there were very few student
labs and less than 5% of population
graduated from high school
• Physics instructors proclaimed support for
“inductive method” [i.e., experiments
precede enunciation of principles] despite
very limited availability of lab facilities

First U.S. “Active-Learning” Physics Textbook:
Alfred P. Gage, A Textbook of the Elements of Physics for High Schools and
Academies (Ginn, Boston, 1882).

“The book which is the most conspicuous example
now in the market of this inductive method is Gage's.
Here, although the principles and laws are stated, the
experiments have preceded them; many questions
are asked in connection with the experiments that
tend to make the student active, not passive, and
allow him to think for himself before the answer is
given, if it is given at all.”
C.K. Wead,
Aims and Methods of the Teaching of Physics (1884), p. 120.
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The move toward laboratory science instruction
1884-1902
• Physics still taught to to around 5% to 10% of
population
• Advocated experimental courses so students
learn to rely on “nature” instead of “authority” to
answer questions
• Tension about whether high school physics was
for preparation for life or preparation for college

Teaching Physics by Guided Inquiry:
The Views of Edwin Hall
• From “The Teaching of Chemistry and Physics in the
Secondary School” (A. Smith and E.H. Hall, 1902):
“It is hard to imagine any disposition of mind less
scientific than that of one who undertakes an experiment
knowing the result to be expected from it and prepared to
work so long, and only so long, as may be necessary to
attain this resultI would keep the pupil just enough in the
dark as to the probable outcome of his experiment, just
enough in the attitude of discovery, to leave him
unprejudiced in his observations, and then I would insist
that his inferencesmust agree with the record…of these
observations…the experimenter should hold himself in the
attitude of genuine inquiry.”
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New Movement
1903-1910
• Concerns about the poor quality of high school
physics instruction (only 30% passing College
Entrance Exam)
• Overcrowding of high school curriculum,
overreliance on math and measurement
resulted in memorization, misconceptions, and
distaste for physics
• Tension between preparing students for college
and preparing students for life. Teachers blame
colleges, univ. faculty blame the high schools.

Are you noticing any themes running through?

Project Method, and beginnings
of PER, 1911-1914
• Consensus that physics education must
focus on more “practical” and “interesting”
problems related to everyday life
• Beginnings of “project method” in which
students were engaged in lengthy
investigations on practical questions
• Beginnings of research in physics education
• Beginnings of “general science” movement

Reorganization of Secondary Curriculum
1915-1922
“The common assumption is that the cause lies in the fact
• The Problem: Enrollments decreasing due to crowding
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citizenry.

Dominance by educationists,
1923-1947
• Dominance of “physics in everyday life”
perspective
• High school textbooks focused on
technological devices
• Isolated cases of physics education
research, focused on curriculum testing
• University-based physics educators
founded AAPT, focused on college level

Re-engagement by physicists, rise
of curriculum reform, 1948-1966
• Explosive expansion of NSF-sponsored inservice physics teacher training
• Proliferation of NSF-funded contentfocused, inquiry-based K-12 physical
science curriculum projects
• “Two-track” system with dominant
traditional technology-focused high school
curricula competing with new inquirybased concept-focused curricula

What themes did you notice?

Themes and Core Questions that We Notice

• Why teach physics?
• How to teach physics?
• To whom should physics be taught?
• What physics should be taught?

Rise of Modern PER
1960-1989
Arons articulated principles for curriculum development:
• “question asking prior to concept formation and modeling”
• “physics idea first, formal name afterwards”
• “inferences drawn from models”
(Arons, 1955; Arons, 1976)

Karplus integrated physics research methods with ideas from educational psychology
– The learning cycle; formal reasoning processes
(Karplus, 1964; Karplus, 1977)

Reif investigated students’ problem-solving ability in the context of physics
(Reif, Larkin, and Brackett, 1976)

McDermott initiated Ph.D. program in PER at U. Washington (1973)
Combined carefully articulated curriculum with systematic research
(Trowbridge & McDermott, 1980, 1981; McDermott, 1984)

Themes of Modern PER, 19892001
• Emergence of conceptual physics, “honors” physics, and AP
physics courses in high school with dramatic rise in
enrollment
• Virtual disappearance of “progressivist” technology-focused
high school curricula
• Beginnings of systematic physics education research at the
college and university level
• PER very strongly influenced by curricular reform
movements of the 1950s-1960s
• Impact of “Modeling Instruction” on HS physics

The Present Day: STEM Education in National Discourse
(2001-2014)

The Paper: Structure
• Intro – importance of the course and purpose
• Goals of course and Themes (Why teach physics? How to
teach physics? To whom should physics be taught? What physics should be
taught?)

• Content of Course: Chronological Segment
Summaries (with 4-5 references in each section)
• Challenges and Tradeoffs
• Table with Key Names, Key Issues, Key Questions,
Textbooks of time period

The Paper: A table we might include
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